LITERATURE

500 YEARS O F
L L T I R A N TL O B L A N C "

THISYEAR, THE CHIVALRIC NOVEL "TIRANTLO BLANC"
CELEBRATES ITS FIVE HUNDREDTH ANNIVERSARY.
CATALONIA
IS THEREFORE GETTING READY TO HONOUR
THE FIRST MODERN NOVEL IN THE CATALAN
LANGUAGE.

n 20 November 1490, in Valencia, the publisher Nicolau Spindeler completed the first edition
of Tirant lo Blanc. This year, then, the
knight Tirant and Joanot Martorell
celebrate their anniversary on the Olympus of the classics, where the two arrived on the same day that it occurred
to Cervantes, in the guise of a literary
critic, to write, with reference to Tirant
lo Blanc, "Give him to me, neighbour,
for in him 1 shall have a treasure of
delight and a mine of entertainment
(...). Verily, neighbour, it is in its way
the best book in the world." Cervantes
included this dithyramb in the first part
of Don Quijote de la Mancha, in the
well known chapter 6, when the knight's
library is examined before being burned
down and when Tirant lo Blanc is one
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of the few books to be saved from the
fire.
Joanot Martorell and Martí Joan de
Galba's novel has always been a successful book with the public and critics.
This is borne out by the many translations into other languages, which go
back as far as the sixteenth century, as
well as by the enthusiastic praise it has
always received. To quote only one recent and eloquent testimony, that of
Mario Vargas Llosa, in 1969, it is a
"novel of chivalry, a fantastic, historical, military, social, erotic, psychological novel: al1 these things at once and
none of them exclusively; no more nor
less than reality. It is multiple, and
allows different, conflicting readings,
and it varies according to the viewpoint
fr~mwhichonechoosestoputitschaos
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in order (...). Martorell is the first of the
God-supplanters -Fielding, Balzac,
Dickens, Flaubert, Tolstoy, Joyce,
Faulkner- who set out to create a 'total
reality' in their novels, the earliest
example of the all-powerful, aloof, omniscient, ubiquitous novelist". Three
hundred and fifty years separate Cervantes and Mario Vargas Llosa, but
both provide testimonies of unreserved
praise awarded to two heavyweights in
the history of universal literature.
The pride of owning such a resounding
classic as Tirant 10 Blanc, the first modem novel, called for a celebration of
the maximum dignity to mark its fivehundredth birthday, and the best way of
celebrating was to organise a series of
events and a campaign to stimulate
awareness at all levels of Catalan society: a great Tirant lo Blanc celebration that opted mainly for educational
initiatives and that set out to ensure
that, from now on, Joanot Martorell's
work will be a familiar topic and a source
of pride for all Catalans. The whole of
Catalonia has been inundated with references to the novel, from university to
primary school, from newspapers to radio, from further education to television programmes. And all with an unmistakable object in mind: to make sure
that information on this classic of our
literature gets to every corner of Catalonia and becomes familiar to everyone,
each to the degree and on the level that
most appeals to him.
The thinking behind the campaign is
summed up in the slogan "Any del Tirant, any de la lectura" (Tirant year,
reading year), reflected in a programme
of events to be developed over a full
year, from Sant Jordi 1990 to Sant Jordi 1991. This programme, in which the
pedagogic slant is the principle driving

force, can be summed up under the
following headings:
Scholarly, university level: "Symposion
Tirant 10 Blanc", held from 19 to 24
November 1990, at the Reial Acadbmia
de Bones Lletres, in Barcelona. The
event was organised by the Barcelona
universities and the Instituci6 de les
Lletres Catalanes, and taking part were
some thirty experts in medieval literature whose work is recognized the world
over. Also in November, two books
were presented on the occasion of the
"Symposion": Introducció a la lectura
de Tirant 10 Blanc, by Martí de Riquer,
and Tirant 10 Blanc: cinc-cents anys de
critica, by Lola Badia and Anton Espader. April 1991 will see the publication
of Actes del Symposion Tirant 10 Blanc.
Primary and secondary education: A
twofold contest of educational initiatives has been organised around Tirant 10 Blanc: 1) Tirant in primary education (2nd level, general education) and
2) Tirant in secondary education (Technical training and secondary education).
In both cases, it is a contest of experiences involving interdisciplinary projects, video productions, theatrical experiments and specific exercises. Participation has been encouraged as much as
possible, because it seems obvious that
it is in basic and secondary education
that action is most needed and because
the work carried out in the classroom is
obviously of vital importance if we are
to ensure that Tirant 10 Blanc becomes
a central reference point in our literature.
Similarly, two brief treatises have been
prepared on Tirant 10 Blanc, one for the
second level of basic education and the
other for secondary students. These
treatises will be distributed to all the
public and private schools in Catalonia.

At the same time, an educational video
on Tirant 10 Blanc is being prepared
and will be distributed to all the resource centres serving education.
Presence of Tirant 10 Blanc in all this
year's literary events. In keeping with the
"Any del Tirant, any de la lectura" campaign, the commemoration will have
a guaranteed presence in the "Catalan
Book Week", the "Children's Book Week"
and the "Liber" fair, amongst other
events, as well as in literary contests
such as the "Jocs Florals de Barcelona"
and the "Premis Octubre de Valbncia".
Exhibitions, theatre, cinema, books,
popular celebrations. From November
onwards it was possible to visit a "Tirant 10 Blanc" exhibition in Barcelona,
organised in collaboration with Valencia
City Council. A stage version of Tirant
10 Blanc has also been prepared in Valencia -script by Maria Aurblia Capmany and direction by Xicu Vidal-,
opening on 20 November. The play will
tour Valencia unti1 the end of the year
and will come to Catalonia in January
1991. Further plans include a film, in
collaboration with TV3, and the possibility of organising festive and popular
events on the occasion of Barcelona's
"Festa Major", in September 1990. Finally, Catalan publishers are enthusiastically working on the preparation of
various different versions and adapta tions of Tirant 10 Blanc. At this
moment, the Catalan reading public
can choose from a critica1 edition, four
complete editions, half a dozen versions
adapted to different educational levels,
three stage versions and three illustrated versions.
The offer is broad and varied. Tirant at
everyone's fingertips. A source of pride
for us and, undoubtedly, one of our literature's most vigorous spokesmen.

